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What we will cover

 Caselaw: how to search for caselaw quickly and 
effectively using WestlawNext & Lexis Advance

 Cases: case-tracking & finding court documents



Search techniques available to you

 Next generation search 
 Secret algorithm

 Uses its editorial content: Key Number system (WLNext), Legal Topics 
(Lexis Advance), citators, secondary source content, information about 
search habits of its users

 Terms & Connectors
 Literal search

 Boolean Operators 

 Proximity Limiters

 Truncation

 Field/Segment Searching



Questions to ask before you start

 Which jurisdictions do you want me to focus on?

 Do you want all cases or just the recent ones? How 
recent? 

 Do you want a hit list or do you want the actual cases? 
What format?



How can I make my searches more effective?

 Choose the right database

 Craft a smart search 

(on the 1st try)



Ask yourself the following questions:

1. What type of materials am I looking for?

 Primary v. secondary sources

2. Which jurisdiction?

This is how most of WL & LN databases are arranged

Choose the right database



 Insert slide for WLNextWhich 
jurisdiction?

What type? 
Secondary Sources? 

Which type of 
primary source?







Start typing in what you are 
looking for, and WLNext will 

suggest possible databases









Crafting a smart search

You control the search!

 How to increase the breadth of your search terms 

 Include synonyms

 Use tobacco and cigar in addition to cigarette

 Use Westlaw’s Thesaurus or Lexis’ “Suggest terms”

 Use truncators to capture all forms of a word

 Root expander = !

 Litigat!  litigate, litigator, litigation

 Use the wild card (*) to find a word you’re not sure how to spell

 Marb*ryMarbury, Marbary, Marbery

 Wom*m  woman, women



Crafting a smart search

 Narrow your search by choosing less inclusive 
terms

 Instead of “bird”, use “parrot” or “macaw”

 Take advantage of connectors, limiters, & expanders 
to broaden or narrow your search

 To search for ERA and not era:

 allcaps (era)

 To search for “damage” and not “damages”:

 Westlaw: #damage

 Lexis: singular (damage)

 and, or, /p, /s, /5, “”, date restrictors



If you enter a search 
that contains 
boolean connectors, 
your search will 
automatically be 
transformed into a 
terms & connectors 
search by both Lexis 
Advance & 
WestlawNext



Take advantage of field/segment searching

 Each document is divided into sections

 Idea: increases relevant documents retrieved by 
limiting where your searches are performed

Crafting a smart search















TOPICAL SERCHING







Scroll 
down to 
find the 

headnotes







You can broaden or 
narrow your 

jurisdiction here







You can browse up the 
tree and search through 

broader key number 
topics



You can now run 
a search within 

this broader 
selection of 

key number topics



And now we 
have 7 rather 

than just 1 hit!



Scroll 
down to 
find the 

headnotes









Don’t forget to Shepardize / Keycite!

KeyCite and Shepard’s can be used to find all 
the ways that other cases have treated your case. 
They will show you:

 Other cases that have followed the rule of law set by your case

 Cases that are distinguishable on the facts of your case

 Cases that criticize your case

 Cases that reverse your case or overturn a point of law found 
in your case



Case-Tracking

 Opinions or orders for new or unpublished cases

 Court filings: briefs & petitions, complaint, 
answer, motions, etc.

 Status of the case: check the docket

 Places to look: Bloomberg Law, PACER, WL & 
Lexis, court websites



PACER

 What it is: federal case and docket information 
from appellate, district & bankruptcy courts.  

 Access through:

 www.pacer.gov

 Court website—look for CM/ECF link

 Also accessible through Bloomberg Law

http://www.uscourts.gov/RulesAndPolicies/FederalRulemaking/RulesAndForms.aspx








































Westlaw CourtDocs

Select briefs from the federal and state 
courts

Select state and federal trial court filings

Dockets from select California County 
courts (2000 to present)





Lexis Advance

 Select federal and state court pleadings 
(back to 2000)

 Select federal and state court briefs (back to 
2000)

 U.S. Supreme Court briefs (back to 1936)







Check the court website to see if they make 
recent opinions or other case information 

available





Access 
PACER here



How to find court documents that are 
not available online

 Order documents directly from the court

 Find contact information for the Court Clerk’s Office 
(on the court website)

 Call first!

 Contact counsel for the parties 

 Note: exhibits usually returned to parties



Questions?


